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Thomas Bieger, Full Professor of Business Administration since 1999, focusing on tourism, and Director of the 
Institute for Systemic Management and Public Governance at the University of St.Gallen. He was Secretary 
General of the AIEST (International Association of Scientific Experts in Tourism) and he is the chairman of 
CEMS (Global Alliance in Management Education). He held several guest Professorships at the University of 
Innsbruck and the Wirtschafts-Universität Wien. He also taught at the Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, at 
the Università della Svizzera Italiana in Lugano and as William Fraser Fellow at the University of Otago, Dune-
din/Neuseeland. From 2003 until 2005 he served as a Dean of the Faculty of Management at the University of 
St.Gallen. From 2005 until 2010 he was Vice President, since February 1st 2011 he is the President of the 
University of St.Gallen. Thomas.Bieger@unisg.ch 

  

 

Claudia Turbay Quintero, Ambassador of Colombia to Switzerland and former journalist. She is also accredit-
ed as as Non-Resident Ambassador to Lichtenstein. Prior to her current post, Turbay served as Ambassador of 
Colombia to Uruguay and concurrently as Permanent Representative of Colombia to the Latin American Inte-
gration Association in Montevideo from 2002 to 2009, and had over 27 years of experience working with 
Proexport, holding various positions including Commercial Director in the Miami offices, and Vice President, 
eventually being appointed President of the agency in 2002. CTurbayquintero@gmail.com 

  

 

Yvette Sánchez, Director of the Centre for Latin American Studies (CLS-HSG) and Full Professor of Hispanic 
Cultures and Literatures at the University of St.Gallen. She is the Director of the ProDoc graduate program 
“The Dynamics of Transcultural Governance and Management in Latin America,” which is funded by the Swiss 
National Science Foundation. She pursues several research projects on Latin America, especially on Latinos in 
the United States. In the field of cross-cultural training and research, she is currently preparing, together with 
colleagues from the University of St.Gallen, a manual on business in the BRIC States. 
Yvette.Sanchez@unisg.ch 

  

 

Roberto Gutiérrez Poveda, Associate Professor at the Management School of the Universidad de los Andes 
and former chair of the Social Enterprise Knowledge Network (SEKN). His research interests range from strat-
egy to the public responsibility of management. He published, inter alia, articles on inclusive businesses or the 
challenges of bringing low-income consumers into the Colombian market. He currently studies the growth of 
the natural gas services for low-income communities in Colombia. Prof. Gutiérrez holds a Ph.D. in Sociology 
from the Johns Hopkins University and a degree in Industrial Engineering from the UniAndes. 
Robgutie@uniandes.edu.co 

  

 

Rolf Wüstenhagen, Full Professor of Management of Renewable Energies and Director of the Institute for 
Economy and the Environment at the University of St.Gallen (IWÖ-HSG). He submitted his post-doctoral the-
sis in 2007 on Venturing for Sustainable Energy, and he served on the Federal Energy Research Commission 
(CORE) from 2004 to 2010. He also represented Switzerland on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) from 2008 to 2011. One of his main research interests is the behavior of energy producers and 
consumers under uncertainty. Rolf.Wuestenhagen@unisg.ch 

  

 

Lars Willi, COO Trunz Water Systems AG and MBA. Trunz produces mobile water treatment systems, so-
called water shops, to treat contaminated water and desalinate sea water. Thanks to solar and wind energy, 
these water shops can be used independently even in the remotest regions. As the company’s COO, Mr. Willi 
is responsible for the administration operations such as HR, Finance and order processing, but also for its 
expansion strategies. Prior to his time with Trunz, he gained experience in the telesonic sector as well as with 
Aquaworx Germany. L.Willi@trunz.ch 

  

 

Ulrich Hinterberger, Latin America Consultant with OSEC and board member of nelcons. OSEC Business Net-
work Switzerland is mandated by the Swiss government for export, location and import promotion for SMEs. 
He currently supports Swiss SMEs in developing Latin American markets. He previously worked in Colombia 
as a managing partner for nelcons, a Swiss-Colombian enterprise that supports European companies to get 
established in Latin America and vice versa. He studied both at the University of St.Gallen and the University 
of Fribourg, with a focus on Risk Management and Business Ethics. UHinterberger@osec.ch  
 

  

 

Fabio Segura, Investment Manager for Latin America and the Caribbean with LGT Venture Philanthropy, 
since 2008. Previously, he was Project Manager for the Center for Sustainability at ETH. He has served as 
consultant to the United Nations, assisted local governments in Colombia in the design of peacebuilding 
policies, and developed social entrepreneurship and conflict transformation programs at several universities 
worldwide. Mr. Segura is alumnus of Harvard Kennedy School’s Strategic Management and Financial Stew-
ardship programs and holds a degree in Government and International Relations from the Externado de Co-
lombia University. He is honoree of the Outstanding Young Persons of the World, and recipient of the Andres 
Bello Award. Fabio.Segura@lgtvp.com 
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Christoph Birkholz, M.A., co-founder of The Hub Zurich and Ph.D. candidate at the Institute for Economy and 
the Environment at the University of St.Gallen. He was a visiting student at IPADE Business School Mexico and 
was involved in a research project on scaling-up the social impact of an Indian NGO. As a research assistant at 
the Good Energies Chair for Management of Renewable Energies, he investigates business models that facili-
tate access to energy at the base-of-the-pyramid. He is a co-founder of The Hub Zurich, a not-for-profit incu-
bator and co-working space for social innovators. Christoph.Birkholz@unisg.ch 

   

 

Camilo José Herrera Díaz, Executive Director and founder of the Fundación Un Litro De Luz Colombia. Before 
embarking on Un Litro de Luz, he had already created and directed another company, SmoKCares S.A.S., the 
first electrical-cigarette brand in the country. As the founder of Un Litro De Luz, he was nominated for several 
awards in the realm of business innovation and social entrepreneurship. He is currently pursuing an MBA at 
the Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh. Gerencia@unlitrodeluzcolombia.org   www.unlitrodeluzcolombia.org 

  

 

Maximilian Schosser, regional specialist for A Liter of Light Switzerland, a project launched by Master stu-
dents of the University of St.Gallen. He holds bachelor degrees in economics and business from the University 
of St.Gallen, and is currently enrolled in the renowned Master’s program in Strategy and International Man-
agement of the University of St.Gallen. He has interned with Air Berlin and McKinsey and Company, and he 
took an exchange semester at the Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez. Maximilian.Schosser@student.unisg.ch 

  

 

Heiko Gebauer, Researcher at EAWAG (Zürich) and Adjunct Lecturer at HSG. He studied economics at the 
Friedrich-Schiller-University (Jena, Germany) and finished his doctoral studies at the University of St.Gallen in 
2004 with a thesis on the transformation of the producer to the producing service provider. At the same 
university, he received his Habilitation in 2009, i.e. the qualification to teach at university level. He has been 
awarded several prices for his work, like the Junior Scientist Award 2010. He continues his research on inno-
vation in the field of aquatic research and water systems at the EAWAG and regularly teaches at the Universi-
ty of St.Gallen. Heiko.Gebauer@eawag.ch 

  

 

Omid Aschari, Managing Director of the SIM-HSG, St.Gallen’s Master Program in Strategy and International 
Management. He founded the ASG Strategy Group AG, and currently chairs its board of directors. In addition, 
he holds a position as Permanent Lecturer Management at the University of St.Gallen in Management, with a 
special focus on Strategic Management. His research interests include Global Leadership, Leadership Ethics 
and Effectiveness, Strategic Management, and Strategy Development and Implementation. 
Omid.Aschari@unisg.ch 

  

 

Günter Müller-Stevens, Professor of Management at the University of St.Gallen and the Director of its Insti-
tute of Management. Before he accepted his professorship appointment in 1991, he had conducted research 
at various German and North-American universities. His research interests span from Strategic and Corporate 
Management to Mergers and Acquisitions. He has co-directed various research projects in collaboration with 
the private sector; the latest included the first systematic survey of Chief Strategy Officers in German-
speaking countries. Guenter.Mueller-Stewens@unisg.ch 

  

 

Hans-Joachim Mosler, Project Manager at EAWAG. He studied biology and psychology at the University of 
Zurich, where he also wrote his doctoral thesis on the simulation of socio-psychological theories. From 1993 
to 1995, he was a senior researcher and project manager at the same university. He was a Visiting Professor 
at the University of Kassel in 1997/1998 and then worked again as a senior researcher and project manager in 
Social Psychology at the University of Zurich until 2002. Since then, he is with EAWAG, where he manages 
projects on aquatic research. Hans-Joachim.Mosler@eawag.ch   http://sozmod.eawag.ch/cv.php?id=1     

  

 

Claudia Gafner-Rojas Quiñonez, Dr. iur.des. She wrote her doctoral thesis on the protection of indigenous 
languages at the University of St.Gallen and earlier graduated in Law from the University Externado de Co-
lombia. She also holds a Master’s degree in International Affairs and worked at the University of Barcelona at 
the Institute for International Law. During her doctoral studies, she worked as an assistant to Prof. Kerstin 
Odendahl, and she is a regular visiting lecturer in Environmental Law at her alma mater in Colombia.  
Rojasrojasrojas@hotmail.com 

  

 

César Pulgarín, Professor at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne and leader of the Advanced Oxi-
dation Processes Group, Solar water disinfection (SODIS). He holds a PhD from Neuchâtel University. Since 
1989 he has been the leader of the Advanced Oxidation Processes Group, active in the development of chem-
ical, photochemical, electrochemical, ultrasonic, and other processes. His group also develops new materials 
with catalytic properties against organic and microbiological pollutants. He has published various books and 
170 papers and has been involved in international research projects. Since 1994 he has led a scientific part-
nership program between the EPFL and several Colombian institutions. Cesar.Pulgarin@epfl.ch 
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Daniel Ott, Project Coordinator at EMPA and Manager of e-waste projects. He holds a degree in environmen-
tal engineering from the ETH Zurich, where he focused on water systems and waste management. In 2005, he 
worked with the Regional Network for Water and Sanitation in Central America (RRAS-CA) on projects on 
drinking water for rural regions of Honduras. In 2006, he finished his thesis “Supply and Demand of Secondary 
Mineral Sources in Medellín – Colombia” in the area of construction and demolition waste with EMPA and the 
Centro Nacional de Producción Más Limpia. Daniel.Ott@empa.ch 

  

 

Iván Darío Lobo, Instructor at the Faculty of Administration of UniAndes, member of the Social Enterprise 
Knowledge Network (SEKN), and former researcher for IESO. His work focuses, inter alia, on Social Entrepre-
neurship, Strategies for Non-profit Organizations, Market Initiatives for People of Lower Incomes. He holds a 
degree in Industrial Engineering as well as in Political Science. ILobo@uniandes.edu.co 

  

 

Michaël Tuil, student in the Master’s program in Economics at the University of St.Gallen. In his studies, he 
specialises in areas where business and politics overlap. He holds Bachelor’s degrees in Economics and in 
International Affairs and Governance from the University of St.Gallen. He is particularly interested in the idea 
of social entrepreneurship, a subject on which he wrote his prize-winning Bachelor thesis that focused on the 
adaptation of the New St.Gallen Management Model inclusive businesses in Latin America. Michaël's pre-
ferred activity is to travel and discovering new countries, their culture and people.  
Michael.Tuil@student.unisg.ch  

  

 

Paula Marcela Moreno, former Minister of Culture of Colombia and currently the President of Visible Hands 
Foundation and advisor of international agencies and foundations such as ACDI VOCA, Open Society Founda-
tions and UNESCO. She is also a Fellow of the Special Program for Urban and Regional Studies at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology. She holds a MPhil in Management Studies from the University of Cambridge 
and a degree in Industrial Engineering from the Autonomous University of Colombia. She served in various 
positions at academic and public institutions and was the first Afro-Colombian woman and youngest person 
to the Colombian government on cabinet-level. PMZ@manosvisibles.org 
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